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Abstract
　　As regards the history of the Ancient Greek World in the 5th century B.C., we have historical 
works of Herodotus and Thucydides. However, we have less interest as a rule in its history of the 4th 
century B.C., although we have the Hellenica of Xenophon, who records the events up to the battle 
of Mantineia in 362 B.C., and the Anabasis of Alexander, who was enthroned in 336 B.C., written 
by Arrianus. Unfortunately, there is no chronicle record of the Greek World from 361 to 336 B.C. 
except for the Biblitheca of Diodorus Siculus in the era of Republic Rome. Especially, concerning 
the history from 361 B.C. to the 351 B.C. when Demosthenes gave the first speech against Fillip II, 
there is no historical document written in a systematic form but the work of Diodorus as a secondary 
material. Diodorus begins his 15th book of Bibliotheca, on the one hand, from 384 B.C., when the 
Corinthian War ended with the conclusion of the peace treaty of Antalcidas. He begins the next 16th 
book, on the other hand, from 359 B.C., when Fillip II was enthroned, and begins the 17th book 
from 336 B.C., when Alexander was enthroned. Therefore, we might say that there can be found a 
difference in Diodorus’ historiography between that of his 15th book and of 16th &17th book, 
because from the enthronement of Fillip on, he begins writing history in the frame of events of the 
important figures: Fillip and Alexander. We might say that the historiography based on history itself 
changed here to the one based on individuals. However, when we fix our eyes on the events of the 
Social War (357 - 355 B.C.), we will be already aware that some specific figures appear on the stage 
with their own activities: e.g., Iphicrates, Timotheus, Menexenus, Chares. Among them, Chares 
especially makes a special impression on us when he accuses his comrade admirals of treason and 
graft after the Social War which ended with his own defeat in the sea-battle at Embata (355). Chares’ 
temporary financial collaborator Artabazos, one of the Persian satraps and a rebel against Artaxerxes 
III with the aid of Chares and then of Pammenes, impresses us too. So, we might conclude that the 
lack of chronical records in the middle of the 4th century B.C. testifies to the groping for a new 
method of historiography suitable for describing new active people as individuals.
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